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Letter from the President
I am including below extracts from a letter
which we recently mailed to our members and
friends:
“The last few years have been transformative for the Orleans Conservation Trust
following the appointment of full-time Trust Administrator Kris Ramsay in February 2011.
Through more than 40 years of conservation efforts and the generosity of our donors, the
Trust has successfully preserved close to 150 parcels of land totaling over 640 acres in
the Town of Orleans. With our increased focus on community outreach, OCT membership
has grown such that we now have nearly twice as many members as we had in years
past.
The growth in membership, while welcome, has meant that it has become increasingly
difficult to achieve a quorum of members at our Annual Meeting. The 1970 Declaration of
Trust requires one-third of our members to be present (in person or by proxy) at meetings
of members in order to achieve a quorum and thereby enable the members to conduct
Trust business at the Meeting. From the time the Trust was established in 1970 until well
into the 2000’s, the Trust was able to meet this requirement. However, in recent years we
have not had sufficient members present at our Annual Meetings to achieve a quorum .”
In light of the above, the Board has agreed that we will ask our members to vote
to amend the Declaration of Trust (our organizing document) to address the quorum issue. We will also establish procedures that will enable all OCT members to
nominate and vote for candidates for the role of Trustee regardless of whether they
are able to attend our meetings or not.
I am now in my third year as President of the OCT. I am proud of what the Trust
has achieved in recent years with the support of its members. Membership has increased substantially, we have established an Endowment Fund, expanded the Trust’s
educational programs, developed a sign program for key properties, revamped the
website and upgraded our newsletters.
Looking to the future, the Board of Trustees has agreed to form a Nominating
Committee comprised of current and former trustees to look for a new President.
I look forward to working with this committee and my fellow trustees to identify
and bring on board a new President who can take the organization forward as we
continue to focus on the Trust’s mission to preserve and protect land in Orleans.

Jim Trainor, President

[

Orleans Conservation Trust Fast Facts
Hosea’s Swamp, as seen on the cover, was donated to the Trust
by Rachia Heyelman in 1993. For more about Hosea see page 8
or join us for a walk to the swamp as described on page 7.
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Leaving a Legacy, Preserving the Future
by Ad Vos

Maria (Mickey) was born in Medemblik, a small town in Holland on the coast of the Zuiderzee.
During World War II she became active in a cell of the Dutch resistance, located in an accounting
bureau above the Nazi Officers Club in Amsterdam. Post-war, the Dutch military made Mickey a
Lieutenant and assigned her to the United Nations UNRWA (United Nations Relief and Works
Agency) office in Geneva, followed by a position at the economics section of the Dutch military
mission in Berlin.
Sponsored by a family member in
Idaho, Mickey entered the USA and
worked at the United Nations in New
York for nine years. There she met her
future husband Lux Ewald, whom she
married in 1954. Together they founded
“Ewald Instruments”, which still exists
today as a supplier to the semi-conductor industries. In 1957 the Ewalds and
the company moved to Kent, CT, and
from there they explored New England.
They purchased a weekend property in
East Orleans in 1975.

Maria (Mickey) Ewald

Mickey became a supporter of the
OCT and donated a three-acre parcel
of land in 2000, in honor of her husband who had passed away in 1997.
Upon reading OCT’s Spring 2013
Newsletter and seeing various opportunities to help the organization grow,
Mickey decided to make the second
major contribution to the newlyestablished OCT Endowment Fund.
The OCT is extremely grateful for her
generous gift and hopes it will be an
inspiration for others to follow.

View of the Ewald Gift, donated to the Trust in 2000

Donation Strategies and Alternatives:
Securities and Mutual Funds
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Gifts of cash are among the most valuable
forms of support for the Orleans Conservation Trust because they provide immediately
available funds that are often unrestricted
and give the Trust the flexibility to meet our
most pressing needs. However, many of our
donors find that any extra “cash” is often
needed to meet their own day-to-day personal and household needs. These same donors,
and others as well, may have access to appreciated securities or mutual funds, which can
provide another valuable way to support the
Trust.
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the proceeds of the sale. The tax benefits of giving appreciated securities may even allow you to increase the size of
your gift. If you own securities that have lost value, you may
be able to sell the stock, take the capital loss deduction, and
then make a gift to the Trust.
If you would like additional information or have
questions about making gifts of stock or mutual funds to
the OCT, please call Kris Ramsay at 508-255-0183, or
email Kris at kramsay@orleansconservationtrust.org.
Thank you for supporting the Orleans Conservation Trust!

Giving appreciated assets such as publicly traded
stocks or mutual funds is a fast and easy way to make a
gift to the OCT. Gifts of stock can be specifically directed
within the Trust (e.g., for our Endowment Fund, to support
a specific land purchase, to help fund the annual cost of our
Administrator, Kris Ramsay, or simply to fund our day-to-day
Operating Expenses).
Such gifts may also help you to –
• Diversify your assets, and
• Minimize capital gains taxes.
It is generally a better strategy to give appreciated securities
directly to the Trust, rather than selling them and donating

Information about gifting appreciated securities or shares of mutual funds
can be obtained by calling Kris Ramsay at the OCT office: 508-255-0183.

2014 Winter Lecture Series Special Feature

Wild Turkeys on Cape Cod
Join us at 6:30pm on January 6, 2014 at the Orleans Yacht Club to
hear Brian Malone, retired Director of the Natural Resource Department
in Dennis, speak about the history of the wild turkey in
for a while by raising turkeys domestically
Massachusetts from its demise
and that didn’t work. The domestically raised
in the mid-1800’s to the modern
birds lost the instinct to avoid predators, and
restoration efforts today. A highwildlife managers discovered the only way to
light will be his demonstration of a
restock turkey populations was to capture
variety of turkey calls!
wild birds elsewhere and bring them
By any measure, the wild
here,” said Malone.
turkey has made a remarkable
In the 1950s and ‘60s, a new technique,
comeback in Massachusetts, where
rocket-netting of wild birds, was being
Thanksgiving began, scratching
employed nationally. With this approach, wild
(literally) its way back from being
turkeys could be lured to a spot and a net
killed off here a century ago to beshot over them. The 40-by-60-foot net
coming a common sight across the
trapped the feeding turkeys, enabling the
entire country.
biologists from New York to release them
into suitable locations back in MA.
Due to overhunting and habitat loss, the
Cape Cod was among the last
last native turkey in the state was reportedly
areas in the state where turkeys were
killed in 1851 on Mount Tom in western MA.
reintroduced. The first turkeys were
Repopulation efforts were unsuccessful
reintroduced in 1989 on Camp Edwards
for more than 120 years. “They tried

There is no known estimate
for the number of
wild turkeys on Cape Cod
• The last native turkey
in the state was killed in
1851.
• Turkeys were
reintroduced on the Cape
in 1989 at Camp Edwards
and soon after just
outside the National
Seashore.
• The estimated turkey

population in the United
States is 6.4 million.
• There are now 30,000
to 35,000 wild turkeys in
Massachusetts, but there
is no known estimate for
the number of wild
turkeys on Cape Cod.
• Turkeys are now hunted
in every state but Alaska.

at the Massachusetts Military
Reservation and then in
the mid-’90s just
outside the Cape
Cod National Seashore. Initially, federal officials balked at
having birds released within the Seashore’s
boundaries without extensive study, but then
state biologist James Cardoza led a group
that did the next best thing, Malone said. “We
ended up releasing them on High Toss Road
right on the edge of the Seashore. Some of
the birds flew directly into the Seashore from
the property in Wellfleet where they were
released.”
In 1991 the wild turkey was designated
as the official state game bird of
Massachusetts.
Happy Thanksgiving Everyone!

Winter & Spring Lecture Series
History of the Wild Turkey
Monday, January 6, 2014
Speaker- Brian Malone
Retired Director of the Town of Dennis Natural Resources Department
Malone will outline the history of the wild turkey in MA from its demise in the
mid-1800s to the modern population restoration efforts. A highlight will be his
turkey call demonstrations.

Highlights of a Record Sea Turtle Stranding Season
Monday, February 3, 2014
Speaker- Dennis Murley
Science Coordinator at MA Audubon Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary
Murley will discuss the higher than usual sea turtle strandings over the last two
years, their surprising survival rate, and how you can get involved.

Sustainable Coastal Erosion Control: Is it possible?
Monday, March 3, 2014
Speaker- Jim O’Connell
Coastal Geologist/Coastal Land Use Specialist
O’Connell will discuss the newest coastal erosion control methods in Orleans,
including what works, what doesn’t, and what’s next.

Climate Change, the Global Carbon Cycle, &
the Management of Carbon on Land
Monday, April 7, 2014
Speaker- Richard A. Houghton, Jr.
Acting President & Senior Scientist at the Woods Hole Research Center
Houghton will discuss the global carbon cycle, terrestrial ecosystems, land use
change, and the response of ecosystems to recent and expected climatic change.

Close Encounters of the Ocean Kind
Monday, May 5, 2014
Speaker- John King
Explorer, photographer, author and Chatham conservationist
King will share insights into his personal voyage of re-discovery of the coastal and
ocean wildlife that spend time each year in the waters off Cape Cod. You’ll hear
John’s stories and see photographs of unique encounters with birds, sharks and
whales among other life forms.

Fall and Winter Walk Schedule

Join us for these free educational walks appropriate for all ages
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Meet at 13 Champlain Road, Orleans
Saturday, December 14
9:00-10:15am

Meadow Bog
Conservation Area
0.75 mile walk along the edge of two
freshwater ponds and a former
cranberry bog
Meet at 197 Quanset Road,
South Orleans
Tuesday, February 4
10:00-11:00am

Baker’s Pond
Conservation Area
1.75 mile walk stretching between
Orleans and Brewster adjoining
conservation lands on Baker’s Pond
Meet at 80 Baker’s Pond Road, Orleans
Thursday, March 6
3:00-4:30pm
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Putnam Farm
Conservation Area
Short walk through a former working
farm, now being managed as an early
succession field habitat
Meet at 50 Bridge Road, Orleans
(behind the courthouse)
Saturday, April 5
9:00-10:00am

Main St

Hosea’s Swamp
Up-close look at a a globally rare
Atlantic White Cedar swamp
Meet at 70 Quanset Road, South Orleans
Saturday, January 4
10:00-11:00am
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1.5 mile trail through 30+ acres of
pristine woodlands
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Twinings Pond
Conservation Area

Meet at 135 Qaunset Road,
South Orleans
Thursday, December 5
10:00-11:15am
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Meet at 366 Tonset Road, Orleans
Saturday, November 16
9:00-10:00am
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Woods Cove
Conservation Area
Short 0.5 mile trail stretching through
up-lands, wetlands, and a salt-marsh
ecosystem
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“Nature is not a place
to visit.
It is home.”
Gary Snyder

The
River

Henson’s
Pond

White’s Lane
Conservation Area
Short walk through a recently restored
field habitat
Meet at 33 White’s Lane, Orleans
(end of Henson Road off Monument)
Saturday, April 19
9:00-10:00am

Our Native American Heritage
By Lynn Bruneau

With Thanksgiving fast approaching, Cape Cod
residents, visitors and fans are often reminded of the
Pilgrims and of the Native Americans who helped ensure the survival of those early settlers. Those in the
know understand that the Pilgrims didn’t start out at
Plymouth Plantation and that many of the “first encounters” were challenging for all. Living in Orleans,
perhaps we suffer from a bit of “Pilgrim envy” – no
“Monument”, no “Plantation”. But we do indeed have
a Native American heritage.
In early 2012, I was poking around on the internet - looking
for background on “Hosea’s Swamp” where we had recently had an

OCT-sponsored hike. I found a bulletin of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society from January 1961 with a long article written by
W. Sears Nickerson entitled “Micah Rafe – Indian Man of Lower Cape
Cod”. The article notes that Micah Rafe, the last full-blooded Indian on
Lower Cape Cod, was born in 1730, and that Rafe’s wife was “Hosey”.
Apparently the swamp where we had hiked was “Hosey’s Swamp” or
“Hosea’s Swamp”.
The article further notes that toward the end of the 1600s, “the old
town of Eastham embraced the neck of land in South Orleans stretching
easterly between Arey’s Pond on the north and the waters of Pleasant Bay
on the south. At that period it was called Pota-numi-cut by the Indians
whose grandfathers had known it as Ata-cospa. John and Tom Sipson, sons
of Quan-tocka-mon, the last hereditary sachems of the once powerful
Nawset Tribe, were living on the south side of the river near the pond’s
outlet and were gathering around them the fast dwindling remnants of the
Lower Cape Cod Indians into what was becoming known as the
Potanumicut Tribe.”

View of the Heyelman Gift and
Brooks purchase on Meadow Bog

View of Kenrick
Woods from
the Peck Property

Fleck Gift on
Twinings Pond

Through the missionary work of “Parson Samuel Treat of the
Eastham parish, Potanumicut had become the center of the Christian
Indian activities as well as the seat of Indian government.” Under the
guidance of Parson Treat, the Native Americans established a Meeting
House “near the Head of Potanumaquitt Salt water pond” (Arey’s
Pond), where, on occasion, over 500 “Praying Indians, as they were
called” would gather.
The article also indicates that one of Micah Rafe’s uncles, Joshua,
“lived on the land where his father’s wigwam stood – just below
Arey’s Pond”. Micah Rafe’s father had his own wigwam “a short
distance north of Baker’s Tar Kiln Meadow in South Orleans near the
Second Portanumicut Indian Meeting House, which was on the little
knoll where the residence of the late Arthur Sparrrow now stands.”
According to the article, this house was noted in a deed from Edward
Kenrick to his son Jonathan in 1739.
Thus much of the area of South Orleans bounded on the north
by Arey’s Pond and on the south by Portanimicut Road and Quanset Road – with Namequoit Road cutting through the middle – was
home to Native Americans not so very long ago. And happily, it is
also an area with a high concentration of conservation lands –
including properties belonging to the OCT or the Town of Orleans,
or preserved through Conservation Restrictions.
The Orleans Conservation Trust is thankful for all of its supporters – for those who donate land or Conservation Restrictions, for
those who provide financial support, or those who volunteer their
time to support our land management, administrative or other activities. And we cherish the memory of the Native Americans who came
before us and lived on this land long ago.

Hosea’s Swamp

John Kenrick Woods,
below
Town’s Christian
Property abutting
OCT Seikel Gift
Gilmore Gift
within Town owned
Paw Wah Point
Conservation Area,
below

Walking to Pochet

By Mark H. Robinson,
Executive Director of The Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts, Inc.
It’s a long walk through loose sand, but I had to do it. I needed to
know if Pochet Island really exists, or was it just a part of my imagination. I imagined that this obscure spot on my topographic map could
not be as magical as it sounded. Was it a French name (po-CHEY) (poSHEY)? Or a native American one? Turns out to be the latter: PO-chee
is the correct pronunciation. Meaning “at the turning” in the Algonquian language used by the Monomoyick tribe that inhabited Pleasant Bay
before Pilgrims. Indeed, Little Pleasant Bay “turns around” the west
and north sides of Pochet Island, as the estuary flows from The Run to
the Big Bay.
Anyway, it was a brilliant warm fall day as
I struck south from the Town Beach parking
lot. I could see woods in the distance—must
be the island, I thought, a long way away, but I
was determined.
On my right was the head of the estuary,
the Duck Hole marsh, the first gift to the
Orleans Conservation Trust from the Joshua
Nickerson family. It drains south via a creek
known as The Run behind the barrier beach
where I walked, and the upland of Pochet
Neck. Other families, such as the Bevans,
Mauchs, and Williams, have preserved land
with OCT in this viewshed.
After 40 minutes, I came to the bridge
over the narrow salt creek separating Pochet
Island from Nauset Beach. The sign said

“Welcome.” I had done some research
and spoke to Erica Parra, whose extended
Payson family has owned the Pleasant Bay
islands of Pochet, Sampsons and Hog since
1885. Erica told me that the Paysons are glad
to have the public walk on the private islands
despite the family homes on Pochet. She also
told me the family Trustees had negotiated
the donation of a permanent conservation
easement with the National Park Service on
most of the 350+ acres, except 50 acres at
central Pochet, in 1975, still the largest private
CE on Cape Cod. In the past decade, the
meadows in the islands have been mowed
back and the paths cut by family members,
and the Old House (c. early 1700s) and the
New House (c.1885) both retain their early

Yankee charm. The meadows were perfect
in their purple and gold hues (asters and goldenrod) this fine afternoon.
I stayed too short a time, knowing I had
a long trek back, though I took the beach
route this time, hopping just beyond the occasional rogue wave’s reach. But I was satisfied,
even smug. I had discovered a new place, all
mine for the day, and it really was as magical
as I imagined.
Mark H. Robinson is the Executive Director
of The Compact of Cape Cod Conservation
Trusts, Inc.

News and Notes
Meet Allyson Stein
Between October of this year
through June of 2014, Allyson will serve as
the Trust’s Individual Placement through the
AmeriCorps Cape Cod County program.
Allyson will work directly with staff to
advance the mission of OCT through a
variety of land management and stewardship
activities.
Allyson is a 23 year old Massachusetts native who has lived on
Cape Cod since she was two years old. Allyson recently graduated
from the College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor, Maine with a degree in

Human Ecology.
While in college Allyson had many incredible experiences from
wading waist-deep into vernal pools to count salamander eggs to
traveling across England studying apple orchards, cider making, and the
preservation of plant diversity.
Allyson’s senior project, entitled “A Guide to Selected
Endangered, Threatened, and Special Concern Animal Species of Cape
Cod Bay, Massachusetts,” gave Allyson the opportunity to explore and
research some of the species of the Cape, allowing her to gain a
greater in-depth appreciation of these animals and their habitats.

Have You Seen Our New Website?
Visit www.orleansconservationtrust.org to see our
up-coming walks and talks, view walking trails in Town, read our recent
news articles, learn how you can preserve your land, and much more.

Special Gifts - from 3/1/2013 - 9/31/2013
IN MEMORY OF
William Bevan
Elsa Bevan Johnson
The Weintz Family Harbor
		Light Fnd.
John and Mary Crighton
Gordon and Diana Crighton
Harriet DeWitt
Susan Hetzel
Helen Elliot
Andrew and Colleen Oleski
Arthur and Hatti Fancy
William and Linda Desrochers
Edward Gainty
Bradley ad Kathy Hoffman
Stanley Goldman
Cynthia Eagar and Susan Milton
Gwen and Malcolm Hobbs
Demetrios and Lynn Vardakis
Richard Houghton
David and Virginia Clarendon 			

Clare Forbes
Woody and Margery Friedlander 			
Allen Gibbs
Molly Hidden
Richard and Marguerite Lovelace 		
Bob and Lyn Oleksiak
Florance Pape
Adrienne Pfluger
Robert Prescott
William Udall
Romeo Hubner
Isaac and Molly Hubner
Jean Kappes
		 Clark and Prudence Montgomery
Emil and Gertrude Kirsch
William and Linda Desrochers
Lester Mann
Dorothy Mann
Lydia and Arthur Loreto
Carol Loreto

IN HONOR OF
Lynn Bruneau
Kristina Cancian
Peggy Niemann
Moncrieff Cochran
Harry and Pam Herrick
Dylan M. Errecart
Barbara Ball
Sandra Gadomski
Harlan Family Foundation
Beth Minear
Harry and Pam Herrick
Robert Prescott
Harry and Pam Herrick
Kris Ramsay
Ginia Pati
Ruth Shapiro
Lucy De Vries Duffy
Thankful Doane Taylor
Marjorie Doane Moerschner
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